Become a Brilliant Club Ambassador

We are committed to supporting young people from under-represented backgrounds across the UK to study at university. Our statistics show that taking part in The Scholars Programme significantly improves the chances of pupils progressing to a highly-selective university.

Statistics matter but we believe that individual stories are essential to inspire Scholars Programme pupils to make the most of the opportunity and to encourage schools and universities to support us to reach more young people. To help us do this we are looking to build a small network of Brilliant Club ambassadors who have previously taken part in the Scholars Programme.

What can you expect?

- To be part of a group of Scholars Programme graduates who will represent the charity as ambassadors
- Welcome and training day at our Head Office in London, including training in public speaking from The Speakers Trust and meeting with staff from the charity
- The opportunity to have your experience written up as a case study by our Research and Impact team and to share your journey at Scholars Programme graduation trips, tutor training weekends and events with schools/funders
- The opportunity to take part in focus groups to help us develop our next 5-year strategy

Please note that this is a voluntary position, but we will cover all travel and expense costs.

What are we looking for?

- Enthusiastic Scholars Programme graduates who are keen to share their experience and support pupils from underrepresented background progress to university
- Individuals who are currently at university in the UK and able to travel to our London office for our welcome and training day (travel expenses covered)
- A commitment to participating in a minimum of 2 events per year. Our events take place at universities and other locations across the country and are held during the weekday, evenings and weekends so there is a lot of flexibility.

Application process

- Please complete our short application form which asks you to outline why you would like to become a Brilliant Club Ambassador and your experience of The Scholars Programme, alongside some personal details.
- The deadline for applications is 5pm on Friday 31st of January. Please let us know if you have any issues with meeting this deadline.